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Industry uplift
slow but steady
Despite a blip in March, figures for the first quarter of 2013 have shown an upward curve. While notspectacular, it is a move in the right direction.
Perhaps this is all the more re-assuring in that it is definite
and steadfast, and not a massive spike that cannot 
be sustained. 
Looking ahead for the next quarter there is reason to 
be optimistic. There are a handful of large projects out to
tender at the moment, while quotations are also being
sought on quite a number of mid-size commercial projects,
especially ones involving replacement and retrofit upgrades. 
Retrofit upgrades are also driving the domestic sector
though the impact of the black/cash economy is making it
very difficult for bona fide contractors to compete. 
Nonetheless, the industry mood going forward is one of
cautious optimism. This is reflected somewhat in this issue
of bs news which includes a 10-page feature on heating;
the CIBSE Conference report; a review of the Energy Show,
and the Energy Show Product Awards; and the introduction
of a new business advice series called bs news Better
Business.
Other features include an article on rainwater harvesting,
one on the importance of training and up-skilling, and the
regular Postcard from Abroad.
Happy reading.  ■
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News and Products 
RACGS Programme for 2013   
The RACGS programme for 2013 is now all but finalised and
full details will be unveiled shortly. The first outing was scheduled for
March at the majestic course of Mount Juliet in County Kilkenny.
However, the inclement weather forced a cancellation and this outing
– sponsored by RSL Ireland – was re-arranged and played on Friday
12 April (results next issue).
The next outing will be in The Old Head of Kinsale in County Cork
on Friday, 3 May. RACGS has always had a special day in Cork and
this year will be no different. Sponsor is RDL.
Next up is Captain Stephen Mulvaney's day
in the Heritage Golf Club on Friday, 28 June. 
This has always been a well attended resort 
and has to be ranked as one of the best courses
in Ireland. Sponsor is Carel Ireland.
The Ryder Cup against the Society’s UK
friends NRGS is in Ireland this year and Carton
House is the venue. The dates are Thursday and Friday, 8 and 
9 August. 
Next up on the Wednesday, 6 September will be the BTU Match
Play. The course and venue have to be confirmed but so far Carlow
Golf Club looks a good bet. 
The fourth RACGS outing will be in Palmerstown House in
Johnstown on Friday, 6 September. The day will be sponsored by Ryan
Chilling Group Ltd. 
The final outing of the year will be the President’s (Seamus Kerr)
Day. Venue is The Island, Donabate, and date is Friday, 
4 October. This is a new course for the RACGS but the feedback so 
far is that it will be a great venue. Sponsor is Danfoss Ireland.
National Better Energy
Financing project 
The national Better Energy Financing (BEF) project is a
Government initiative that forms part of the National Upgrade
Programme. It is proposed that this scheme will replace the
existing grant-aided schemes presently administrated by the
Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) on behalf of 
the Department of Communication, Energy and Natural
Recourses (DCENR).
BEF will define the design of a financial repayment solution
most appropriate for consumers wanting to upgrade their
homes and avail of the resulting energy efficiency saving. 
The scheme will also focus on quality assurance relating to
assessments, installations, workmanship and products.
The project is at the initial stages of the design process and
this will be developed through the first three quarters of 2013.
This development of the scheme design will be carried out in
consultation with a wide group of stakeholders and the draft
proposal will also be subject to the public consultation process. 
Once the design is finalised this will go to government for
review and a decision on future implementation.
The BEF project, by its nature, requires consultation with
stakeholders. This will include a public consultation process
once there is an “end-to-end” description of the proposed
scheme.
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SEAI reports a significant
year of progress on the
sustainable energy agenda
where 4,000 jobs were
maintained 
in the
construction
and energy
service
industries and
€35 million
worth of energy
savings
achieved.  
In a year
where SEAI disbursed over
€70 million through capital
support programmes, the
Authority reports that every
euro spent by the
Government through its
energy grant programmes
leverages €2.50 in matched
funding.   
Better Energy Workplaces
funded more than 100
energy efficiency projects in
businesses and public sector
organisations which
significantly reduced their
energy spend. The €11
million spent by government
in 2012, coupled with the €34
million matching funding, will
save an estimated €11
million annually, representing
a one-year return on the
State’s investment.
As many as 150 homes
per day in 2012 received
energy upgrades with 26,000
homeowners undertaking
insulation and heating
upgrades. The means almost
€100 million was spent in
the construction industry, 
including €29 million
exchequer support.
Separately, 14,000
vulnerable low-income
households received
insulation upgrades through
the Better Energy Warmer
Homes scheme.
Thermo Air also represents
Brian
Motherway,
SEAI CEO.
CIBSE/DIT Bolton St student awards
Pictured at the CIBSE/DIT Bolton
St student awards recently were
(Back Row): Sean Dowd, CIBSE
Vce-Chairman; Enda Gilroy,
CIBSE; Brian West, CIBSE; 
Paul Devereaux, Hevac,
sponsors; and Ben Costelloe,
DIT. (Middle Row): Sean 
Dowling, Stephen Walsh and
Christopher Finnegan. (Front
Row): John Murphy, Patrick
O'Sullivan, Winner and Bryan
Walsh, Winner.
€100 million spent on Retrofit in 2012   
News:Layout 1  22/04/2013  13:10  Page 1
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Advanced Technical
Products recently supplied
three 3500-litre hot water
calorifiers and two 1.5 m/w
plate heat exchangers by
Ormandy Rycroft to the
Mater Hospital. The main
plant room for the existing
hospital was completely
refurbished while, at the
same time, it was linked 
to the new hospital 
services.
The project, which was
delivered on a very tight
schedule, was completed in
time for the start of the
heating season. A project 
of this nature dictates that
quality is paramount and,
bearing this in mind,
Ormandy Rycroft took 
pole position.
ATP has previously
supplied heat exchange
products in this site,
including the recently-
completed new hospital
building.
Contact: David Daly, ATP.
Tel: 01 -  885 3792;
email:david@atpireland.ie
ATP at the heart of  the matter 
Thermo Air also represents
With a long-established manufacturing base located on the Athy Road, Co Carlow, Thermo-Air has
been providing innovative building services solutions for all types of projects throughout the entire
country since the 1980s. The company’s “bespoke as standard” equipment delivers energy-efficient,
cost-effective, engineered solutions with options that include heating, cooling and heat recovery, along
with simple ventilation systems. Whatever the project or requirement, Thermo-Air has the answer.
Creating the 
perfect environment 
Thermo Air Ireland Ltd, Strawhall, Athy Road, Co Carlow. 
T: 059 – 913 1646;  E: sales@thermoair.com;  W: www.thermoair.ie
The 1.5 m/w plate heat exchangers by Ormandy Rycroft
supplied to the Mater Hospital by ATP.
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Thermo Air – creating better
environments 
Thermo Air and Imofa have been manufacturing a diverse range
of building services-related products in Carlow for over 30 years.
The purpose-designed plant houses state-of-the-art production
equipment and the company’s own in-house design team.
As an experienced manufacturer with its own design team,
Thermo Air can be extremely flexibile and the diversity of the
range means clients can get bespoke equipment that is cost-
effective and energy-efficient. 
Just recently the company supplied an
AHU with both air-to-air and air to water
heat recovery in conjunction with a fabric air
dispersion system, in place of conventional
rigid ducting. The result was cost savings in
both the design and running of the plant.
Thermo Air also offers clients a packaged
system that can be tied in with other major air conditioning
platforms, enabling its equipment to provide heat pump
technology. Recently it provided two of these systems to a major
facilities company in Dublin to replace LPHW air handling units. 
Thermo Air’s combined heat recovery and heat pump system
utilised Toshiba inverter outdoor units and the Toshiba AHU
controller enabled the control of both units from one wall mounted
keypad.
These systems allow clients to complete projects in shorter time
frames, as the units can be complete prior to being delivered.
Contact: Thermo Air sales team. Tel: 091 31646; 
email: info@thermoair.ie. Also, check out the company’s new
website at www.thermoair.ie
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Eurofluid joins forces with Smedegaard 
Smedegaard Pumps have entered a new partnership
agreement with Eurofluid for the independent distribution of their
full range of ErP compliant, high-efficiency, pumps.
‘We are excited at the future prospects being offered us
through our partnership with Eurofluid as they are well known 
and highly-respected within the Irish building services industry 
for over 20 years”, said Soren Smedegaard, Group CEO of
Smedegaard Pumps.
Smedegaard Pumps are
now owned by KSB Pumps,
the biggest pump supplier in
Germany. With an estimated
turnover of €2.5 billion, it will
benefit from the financial
support this affords but will 
still maintain its core focus as
established over the last 70
years. This focus is on
customer satisfaction and
quality products, combined with
a first class sales and service back up.
Stephen Costelloe (pictured) of Eurofluid told bs news: 
“This new partnership will allow Eurofluid continue as an
independent pump supplier offering customers the best
commercial and technical solution available for their pumping
requirements. This will include advice on design and selection,
product supply, commissioning, and after sales service. 
“As an independent pump supplier our combined experience –
gained over a total of 100 years – is a considerable asset that 
will continue to be at the disposal of our customers. We can
confirm we are also in the process of finalising further
partnerships and will be announcing these in a future edition 
of the bs news.”
Eurofluid offers the complete boilerhouse solution as it also
represents ACV hot water boilers; Lapesa tanks, Flamco
pressurisation units and Sondex heat exchangers.
Contact: Stephen Costelloe, Eurofluid. Tel: 087 - 634 6060;
email: stephen@euro-fluid.com. 
4
Belimo globe valve retrofit 
The new-generation globe valve
actuators from Belimo incorporate not only
strength, but flexibility too. Engineered to suit
a broad range of HVAC applications, the new
actuators and retrofit linkages are highly-
adaptable making selection, installation and
service hassle-free.
These new retrofit globe valve actuators are
equipped with a universal valve neck and valve stem
adapter, suitable for use with valves from a wide
variety of manufacturers around the world. One
hexagon allen key is sufficient for all installation 
and setting work. 
Features and benefits include:
• Travel ranges of up to 2" (50mm);
• Multiple-voltage options (24V and 120-230V);
• One universal linkage can retrofit most globe valves, regardless 
of make;
• Increased force ranges for higher close-off pressures;
• Field-selectable, fail-safe, position switches;
• Lower power consumption during operation;
• Easy selection process, minimised inventory.
Contact: Paul O’Neill, Sales Manager, Belimo Ireland. 
Tel: 086 - 245 2032.
NSAI retrofit code consultation  
The National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI) is
conducting a period of public enquiry (until 9 May 2013) into 
the Standard Recommendation: S.R.54: Code of practice –
Methodology for the energy efficient retrofit of existing 
domestic dwellings.
The scope of this Code of Practice (COP) addresses the 
energy refurbishment of fabric and services of post 1940’s low-
rise dwellings. The main objective is to provide technical guidance
on the design and installation of retrofit measures to improve
energy efficiency.
Contact: nsai@nsai.ie; www.nsai.ie
News:Layout 1  22/04/2013  14:30  Page 3
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Zypho, an innovative shower-water heat recovery unit that is installed under a
conventional shower tray, has been introduced to the Irish marketplace by Greentherm. 
Zypho recovers heat from waste shower water and passes it to the incoming cold water
supply. The pre-heated cold water is mixed
with the hot water supply in the shower mixer
valve. The result is that less hot water is mixed 
with the cold water, making for reduced 
energy costs. 
The product can be installed in new
construction or renovation projects. The
resulting energy savings are increased in
commercial scenarios such as sports clubs,
swimming pools etc. 
There is virtually no maintenance with the
exception of occasional drain cleaning. It is
manufactured from ABS plastic so it is
extremely robust.
Contact: Enda Ruxton, Greentherm. 
Tel: 01 – 824 5790; Mobile: 087 – 224 1980;
email: enda.ruxton@greentherm.ie
Zypho shower-water heat recovery 
BELIMO Automation UK Ltd. Shepperton Business Park, Govett Avenue, Shepperton, Middlesex, TW17 8BA
Tel. 01932 260460, Fax. 01932 269222, sales@belimo.co.uk, www.belimo.co.uk
Belimo Ireland, Sales Manager: Paul O’Neill, Mob. +353(0)862 452032
Pressure-independent control valves with bus-capable actuators.
ag
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h
Water is our element.
   www.belimo.co.uk
Pressure balancing included.
Control, shut-off and balancing – our pressure-independent characterised control valve combines three 
functions in a single fi tting, with automated hydraulic balancing. You profi t from a simple and reliable valve 
design with a minimum of effort for installation and commissioning, and because our portfolio also includes 
bus-capable actuators, the fi ttings can be connected to a higher-level system without any problems. Have 
we aroused your interest? Ask for more information today!
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Sam McCoubrey has been appointed
Senior Engineer with Standard Control
Systems’ Belfast office. He brings 
with him a wealth of experience (over
20 years) from within the controls
industry, having served 
with some of the leading industry
players in various senior capacities. 
Meanwhile, Standard Control
Systems (UK) has appointed Tim
Peperell Sales Director. Tim has
extensive experience within the 
BMS sector and brings a wealth of
experience to the company’s 
growing UK team.
Standard Control
Systems appointments 
Sam McCoubrey Tim Peperell
News:Layout 1  22/04/2013  13:11  Page 4
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Running in tandem with the stand
displays was an extensive and varied
programme of seminars and workshops,
complemented by skills demonstratiions 
under the banner of the Retrofit Best Practice
umbrella. The latter involved practical and
inter-active presentations taking in insulation,
heating products, controls and solar panels.
Repeated at set times throughout the two
days of the show, these attracted very 
large numbers.
Then there were the Product of the Show
Awards. These are a key feature of the show
and highlight – on a dedicated stand – the
products and services deemed by an expert
panel of assessors to be “best in show” in
each of the categories listed (see panels).
Not surprisingly and given the scale and 
all-embracing nature of the show, almost
4,000 industry personnell attended, including
contractors, architects, consulting engineers,
property and facilities managers, project
managers, etc.
More than anything else the Energy Show
provided a forum for communication, the
sharing of knowledge and information, a
networking opportunity, and a route map as 
to the future of the industry. Roll on Energy
Show 2014 ■6 Overall Product of the Show – Winner: Brian Motherway, SEAI CEO with GerardHamilton, Patina Lighting and Gerard Keating, one of the Awards’ judges.
Energy Show 2013
sets route map
going forward
The recently-held Energy 
Show at the RDS proved one 
of the most successful to 
date, especially given the 
challenging trading environment 
faced by the industry. The
exhibitor mix, coupled with 
the calibre of the companies
participating and the quality of
the products and services on
show, represented a massive
and diverse showcase for 
the sector.
Best Product of the Future – Winner: Brian Motherway, SEAI
CEO with Martin Byrne, Glen Dimplex and Jim Gannon, one of the
Awards’ judges.
Energy Show 2013:Layout 1  20/04/2013  08:55  Page 1
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For further information contact:
GT Phelan
Tel: 01  286 4377
Email: info@gtphelan.ie
www.gtphelan.ie
Eliminate Discomfort
with Toshiba’s Low-Limit 
Temperature Sensor
Toshiba has designed a unique low-limit
temperature sensor for use with its VRF and
RAV split units to eliminate the discomfort of
those working directly below a unit. It will
limit the discharge air from the unit to either
12ºC, 14ºC, or 16ºC and is primarily intended
for use with ducted indoor units. However, it
can also be used on other models if required.
Service as it should be
PERFECT PARTNERS
GT Phelan Advert April 2013:Layout 1  20/04/2013  07:58  Page 1
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Best Energy Efficient Product – Winner: Brian Motherway, SEAI CEO with Tim
Cronin, FUSO Ireland and Kieran Fallon, one of the Awards’ judges.
Best Renewable Product – Commended: Brian
Motherway, SEAI CEO with William Comerford,
Kingspan Environmental.
Best Energy Efficient Product – Highly
Commended: Brian Motherway, SEAI CEO
with Tony Lyons, Finning Ireland Ltd and Chris
Hughes, one of the Awards’ judges.
Best Energy Efficient Product –
Commended: Brian Motherway, SEAI CEO
with Mark Russell, Fantech Ventilation and
Jim Gannon, one of the Awards’ judges.
Awards’ judges
• Kieran Fallon
Member of  ETCI Committee
• Jim Gannon
Associate, RPS Group
• Stephen Holmes
Facilities Manager with Johnson
& Johnson Vision Care.
• Chris Hughes
Programme Manager, SEAI 
• Gerard Keating
Director of Homan O’Brien
• David McAuley
Programme Manager, SEAI
• Brian Scannell
Project Director, Senergy
Consultants
Best Product of the Show
Winner 
Company: Patina Lighting
Product: LED Commercial and
Cleanroom Range
Best Product of the Future
Winner 
Company: Glen Dimplex 
Product: Glen Dimplex Quantum
Heater
Best Energy Efficient Product
Winner 
Company: FUSO Ireland 
Product: Canter Eco Hybrid Truck
Highly Commended
Company: Finning Ireland Ltd 
Product: CAT CG Range of Gas
Generators
Commended
Company: Fantech Ventilation 
Product: Elta Fans SQS DCV Range
Best Innovative Product
Winner 
Company: Patina Lighting
Product: LED Commercial and
Cleanroom Range
Highly Commended
Company: Philips Electronics Ireland 
Product: Philips HUE Wireless LED
Bulb
8
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Best Renewable Product – Winner: Brian Motherway, SEAI CEO with Eamon
Clarke, Alternative Heat and Kieran Fallon, one of the Awards’ judges.
Best Innovative Product – Highly Commended: Brian Motherway, SEAI CEO
with Catherine Lambe, Philips Electronics Ireland and Brian Scannell, one of the
Award’s judges.
Best Innovative Product – Winner: Brian Motherway, SEAI CEO with Michael
Nolan, Patina Lighting and Brian Scannell, one of the Awards’ judges.
Best Services Provider – Highly Commended:
Brian Motherway SEAI CEO with Mark Coyne, 
Dalkia.
Best Services Provider – Highly Commended:
Brian Motherway, SEAI CEO with Patrick Liddy,
Activation Energy.
Best Services Provider
Highly Commended
Company: Dalkia 
Product: Dalkia Virtual Power Plant
Highly Commended
Company: Activation Energy 
Product: Activation Energy Demand
Side Unit
Best Renewable Product
Winner 
Company: Alternative Heat 
Product: Biomass Energy Cabin
Commended
Company: Kingspan Environmental 
Product: Thermomax HP400 Solar
Collector
bs news ❙ March/April 2013
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Above: Dave O’Reilly, Enlighten with Robert Armah-
Kwantreng, Robus.
Left: Dr Brian Norton, President, DIT with Iain Macrae,
Presdient, SLL and Kevin Kelly, CIBSE and Vice-President
SLL.
Below: Paddy Craven with Andrew Gooding, Aurora.
Kevin Kelly, CIBSE and SLL Vice-President with James Duff, ARUP and DIT; Iain
Macrae, President, SLL; Peter Raynham, The Bartlett, University College London;
and Dr John Mardaljecic, Loughborough University.
SLL/CIBSE IRELAND INTERNATIONAL LIGHTING CONFERENCE  
Ciana Connolly with Gerald Caulfield, Conor Hayes, Tomas Moore and David Ball,
Office of Public Works. Conor Clarke, OPW with Michael McNerney, CIBSE.
bs news ❙ March/April 2013
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The conference wassupported not only by arange of lighting professional
bodies and companies, but also
organisations from the wider
building services and engineering
world. Possibly as a result of this
the conference lacked the usual
insular “inside the lighting bubble”
approach.
The contributions to debate of 
the many mechanical specialists
present gave the event a refreshing
width that was often missing from
the old-style SLL Lighting
Conferences. Indeed the nature of
SLL/CIBSE International
Lighting Conference, Dublin
11
A CONFERENCE TO
‘RAISE THE SPIRITS’
Dr Peter Boyce, Fellow SLL with Dr David Carter, former President SLL and University of Liverpool;
Anna Whitaker, Ceravision UK; Emrah Baki Ulas, Steenson Varming; and Brian West, CIBSE.
As is now established
practice for many years,
bs news invites a
delegate from abroad
to write a brief review
of the CIBSE annual
conference. This year
the guest reviewer is 
Dr David Carter, Reader,
School of Architecture,
University of Liverpool. 
Derek Mowlds, CIBSE Chairman,
addresses the Conference
delegates.
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the event makes the clash of 
dates with the CIBSE Technical
Conference, which took place on
the same day in Liverpool, all the
more perplexing. One hopes that 
in future someone at CIBSE HQ
has a diary.
As a veteran conference goer
this reviewer judged all the
sessions well presented and
worthwhile. Peter Raynham kicked
the event off with a session on
lighting standards. He rose to the
challenge of making standards
interesting and pointed out how
different users of these documents
interpret them. Also, we now all
know the difference between
CEN,CENELEC, ISO and IEC!  
John Mardaljevic set out the
chronological development of
daylight standards, and went on 
to point out the various
inconsistencies in their application
to assessment methods
promulgated by organisations 
such as LEED and ASHRAE. 
He also described a major
contemporary dilemma in that
some design concepts are not 
in codes because they require
computer software to implement,
but software houses are unwilling
to commit to produce the
necessary software because the
concept is not in the code. This is 
a major problem for the next
generation of code writers.  
A presentation by Nozomu
Yoshizawa described the effects of
reductions in illuminance levels in
offices in Japan as a consequence
of the need to reduce energy 
because of the recent earthquake.
It indicated that users were
satisfied with illuminance levels 
of half the Japanese design
standard of 750 lux. Reduction in
illuminance levels are sometimes 
a taboo subject in the energy
saving debate but maybe in future
it is worth revisiting.  
Peter Boyce gave one of his
masterly tours of the lighting quality
scene, and a presentation by John
Gorse of Philips gave us all of the
latest on LEDs. The latter included
an interesting section on OLEDs
but left the impression that they 
are devices still looking for an
application. 
This delegate took from the
conference some new concepts
such as cylindrical illuminance and
“just noticeable fade”; an update 
on essentials like standards and
codes; and, of course, this month’s
predictions for the luminous
efficacy of LEDs (it’s 140
lumens/watt). 
All in all this was an informative
and worthwhile event. If Peter
Boyce’s scale of lighting quality
was applied to conferences, it was 
one to “raise the spirits”.  ■
bs news ❙ March/April 2013
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Nozomu Yoshizawa, Tokyo University of Science with Derek Mowlds, Chairman, CIBSE; Carmen
Maria Munoz Gonzalez, University of Seville; Iain Macrae, President, SLL; and Sean Dowd, Vice-
Chairman, CIBSE.
John Gorse, Philips Lighting with Ruth Kelly, De Montfort University and Derek Mowlds, Chairman,
CIBSE.
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A case in point is boiler turndown capability
for heating systems that, on the face of it, seem
to make perfect sense. As the heat demand of
the system reduces, the output of the boiler
reduces to match, thus aligning supply to
demand in the best traditions of energy
efficient building services systems. Therefore, an
infinite turndown capacity should, in theory,
enable total load matching whatever the heat
requirements of the system. 
In practice the situation is very different
because the boiler will have a minimum
working capacity, governed by water flow rate
and temperature difference between the flow
and return, such that potentially harmful
condensate collecting in the boiler heat
exchange and flue system is prevented. This
minimum working capacity limits the turndown
capabilities of the boiler and, therefore, the
potential for turning down the burner. Or, at
least, this should be the case.
To put this into perspective, it is not
uncommon to see turndown ratios of 8:1 or
even 10:1 specified for a boiler that is limited
to a turndown of only 2:1 or 3:1. If the burner
was actually set to achieve the specified
turndown then the boiler exhaust gas
temperature would not be maintained above
the 130-140°C required to avoid condensation
in a typical low temperature hot water boiler.
As a result, the exhaust gases exiting the boiler
would condense at lower burner firing rates,
thereby potentially damaging the heat
exchangers and flue system.
When we see a high turndown capability
requested for a large commercial steel or cast
iron low temperature hot water (LTHW) boiler,
it sets alarm bells ringing as this indicates a
potential lack of understanding of the
operation of such systems.
For other boilers the situation may be
different, of course. For example, condensing
boilers are clearly designed to allow for – and
encourage – condensation so that the extra
latent heat can be used in the system, rather
than being exhausted to the atmosphere. In
these instances a high burner turndown is a
positive advantage.
Similarly, lower minimum operating outputs
can be achieved for commercial and industrial
high temperature hot water (HTHW) and steam
boilers, compared to LTHW boilers, so that
higher burner turndown is possible. However,
there are very few cases where a burner
turndown of 8:1 or 10:1 is justified or
beneficial.
End users rely on the expertise of building
services engineers to deliver solutions that will
provide the required performance with
optimum energy efficiency and cost of
ownership. It is therefore incumbent on
specifiers to start including meaningful boiler
and burner turndown requirements to avoid
confusion and potential problems. ■
In my opinion …
When specifying burners it’s important to ensure the
turndown is aligned to the working capacity of the boiler,
says Bernard Dawson, Technical Director, Riello.
There is no doubt that, as
an industry, we need to do
everything we can to help
building owners/operators
optimise their energy
efficiency and reduce their
running costs and carbon
emissions. However, we
need to ensure we do so 
within the constraints
imposed by sound
engineering principles.
Consequently, “optimise” 
is often a more appropriate
aspiration than “minimise”.
Boiler turndown – aim 
to ‘optimise’ rather 
than ‘minimise’
13
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Almost all projects have an opportunityto make use of each of these topics andbuilding services engineers are tasked with
developing the best solution for their clients in
terms of cost, opportunity, energy efficiency, risk
and operational requirements. Each of the systems
discussed could be applied to almost all
commercial buildings in some form but, if applied
incorrectly, they will not yield the energy
consumption, carbon emissions or cost benefits
that are so often publicised. 
There are many sectors within the construction
industry where conventional
design is simply the best fit for
the given application.
Projects with low capital
investment, intermittent
operation or minimal funding
available to maintain high-
efficiency levels during operation
will ensure that there will always
be a market for tried and tested
condensing and high
efficiency boilers that
can essentially be
left alone with
minimal
maintenance. The emergence of biomass boilers
(Fig 1) as a more popular choice due to the
minimal carbon emissions produced has led to
clients investing in these boilers and their
operations to ensure full value is returned. 
There has been some development in this
market in recent years with the increase in demand
for small-scale wall hung cascadable boilers (Fig 2)
that will give a relatively high output for a small
plant area. These can be applied to smaller scale
developments or extension/ refurbishment projects
where central plant upgrade is required but space
is limited. These projects would not lend
themselves to the logistical difficulties associated
with installing larger floor standing boilers. Wall
hung boilers which are significantly smaller, easier
to install and use less floor space are a very good
The forthcoming series of articles in bs news by Keith Mellon on
heating plant design will take a look at some of the differences
between what would be regarded as conventional plant design,
making best use of mature renewable technologies, and how to
improve the energy efficiency of a building using heat recovered
from cooling plant. It will also look at how to minimise the heating
plant load through passive and active building design measures. 
Going ‘Green’ for the sake
of  it is not always the most
energy-efficient solution
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Keith Mellon is a HVAC Engineer
with Jacobs Engineering in
Kildare. He is an experienced
building services design engineer
with eight years experience in
the design of HVAC systems
across a range of projects
including commercial, education,
healthcare, leisure, industrial,
pharmaceutical and semi-
conductor projects. Keith’s
expertise includes passive
building design, energy
management systems and
renewable energy technologies.
He holds an MSc in Energy
Management and a BEng in
Building Services Engineering
from DIT. He is a member of 
the CIBSE Ireland Committee
and representative for the
committee on the CITA 
BIM Group. 
Figure 1 - Biomass boiler
Figure 2 - Wall hung
cascade boilers
Heating – cutting edge technologies to choose from
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Promax HE
You can rely on
Rely on Potterton for energy 
Global warming and climate change is an issue that Potterton
is actively working to combat. In line with increasingly tough 
environmental standards we have developed our Promax HE 
range of boilers to minimise the impact that using them has on
the environment.
Your customers will benefit from greater energy efficiency through 
lower fuel bills. Indeed, our Promax HE range produces up to 
19% more heat from the same amount of fuel that a  
conventional boiler would use.
In addition the Promax HE range has achieved SEDBUK  
Band A efficiency. Furthermore, it’s easy to install and  
service aswell as being available with a variety of  
fluing options and accessories.
Up to 19% more heat
from the same amount of fuel!
Potterton Myson (Ireland) Ltd.
Unit 7 Whitestown Business Park,
 
Tallaght, Dublin 24
Phone: 01 459 0870
Fax: 01 459 0880
Email: post@potterton-myson.ie
Web: www.potterton-myson.ie
(A Part of BDR Thermea Group)
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Offer available from 1st of September to 31st of December 2012
The extended warranty offer is available across the Promax HE range and is for RGII
installers only. Appliances can be registered online by joining the Works installer loyalty
programme at www.works2gether.ie
The Works programme is available FREE to all RGII installers and offers business points
in exchange for purchases of BDR Thermea brands such as
Potterton, Santon and Heatrae.
These points can be exchanged for gifts from the Argos catalogue
in shops nationwide.
f r now extended until further notice. Con act our sales office.
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option to have on these projects.
There is a simple logic that I have tried 
to adhere to when looking at concept stage
building design in terms of reducing energy
consumption. That is to look at passive,
active and renewable energy options in that
order as a systematic method for identifying
energy consumption improvement
opportunities and achieving a high level of
energy efficiency within the building. Too
often we try to tack on the high profile
techniques that have become commonplace
and which carry significant expense. 
This metholodogy ensures that no-cost
and low-cost items are considered before
high-cost items that can often have little or
no impact on reducing carbon emissions 
and reducing energy consumption. It is
important to look at each option, even if it
initially appears there is no opportunity
available to apply it.  Building orientation is
critical in this respect (Fig 3). This is true
more than ever in the current climate where
there are significant numbers of
refurbishment or extension projects that do
not offer the same clean-slate opportunities
as a new-build project. 
There are significant opportunities in
building design that are sometimes
overlooked that can have an impact on the
operating costs for a building. Items such as
lighting levels, pressure drop in water and
ductwork systems, gravity-fed systems and
re-using waste heat are options that are
available on almost every project in some
form or fashion.
The industrial construction industry, and
particularly manufacturing sites, have always
looked at pinch technology as a means of
low-cost reduction of energy consumption by
identifying the various system input and
output temperatures across the site to
identify if energy can be re-used elsewhere.
This has emerged in recent years on
education campus sites where waste heat
can be recovered from ventilation systems
and re-used to pre-heat supply air. 
Chilled water systems (Fig 4) also offer
significant opportunities to utilise heat
recovery chillers which operate at maximum
output during summer months, but can
realise a good level of simultaneous cooling
and heating output during winter months
when cooling demands are reduced. 
The widely-publicised need to control the
temperature rise within the atmosphere,
which has been linked to rising greenhouse
gas emissions, has led to the more
widespread adoption of carbon-free or low-
to-zero (LTZ) carbon technologies such as
heat pumps, biomass plant such as boilers
and CHP, and solar thermal systems. 
This increase in demand has led to more
data being available to observe the true
pro’s and con’s of the various technologies
and it is apparent that the initial rush to go
green has slowed somewhat as various
industry reports have been able to better
advise engineers and clients on the most
appropriate use for these technologies. It is
not always efficient or cost-effective to use
these technologies on every project and we
must try and overcome a client’s desire to go
green – and use for example geothermal
heating (Fig 4) – simply for the benefit of
having an apparently “green” building. The
main priority should remain achieving energy
efficiency and the incorrect application of
renewable technologies will lead to
inefficiencies in building energy consumption
that could easily be avoided. 
All of these technologies offer significant
benefits when they are applied correctly. It is
in the interests of our clients that we seek to
invest the time required to assess the energy
and operation profile for each building so
that we may make a detailed assessment of
the most suitable heating plant options and
develop more energy efficient, low-carbon
and cost-effective buildings. 
The upcoming series of articles in 
bs news will look in more detail at the various
technologies mentioned in this article and
will look to offer best practice advice on the
review, selection and application of heating
plant for specific buildings. ■
bs news ❙ March/April 2013
Figure 3 - Building orientation
Figure 5 - Geothermal heating
Figure 4 - Chiller heat recovery
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Underfoor Heating Systems Commercial Underfoor 
Heating Systems
Alpha Gas Condensing Boilers
with Gas Saver
Mitsubishi Air to Water
Heat Pumps
Solartherm Solar Panel Systems
High-efficiency
Aluminium Radiators
Eco-Combi Multi-Energy Tanks
Commercial and Domestic Energy
Management Controls
Daikin Air to Water Heat Pumps
9 City East Business Park Peamount Business Centre
Ballybrit, Co. Galway Newcastle, Co. Dublin Email: info@uni-therm.net
Tel: 091-380 038 Tel: 01-610 9153 Web: www.uni-therm.net
Fax: 091-380 039 Fax: 01-621 2939
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In 2001, Wilo developed the Wilo-
Stratos, the world’s first high-efficiency pump
for heating, air-conditioning and cooling.
Since then it has continued to optimise these
products. The result is systems that can be
optimally incorporated into building
automation, that consume up to 90% less
energy compared to uncontrolled heating
pumps, and that already meet the 
regulations of the ErP Directive 2009/125/EC
which are to come into effect over the
coming years. 
Wilo’s objective is to help customers
specifically plan for the future, and to assure
them that investing in Wilo products will
quickly pay off. Its new slogan –
“Pioneering for You” – expresses this
commitment and the features and benefits 
of the pumps listed below support 
that assertion. 
Wilo-SiBoost Smart Helix EXCEL
• Highly-efficient, heavy-duty system with
Helix EXCEL stainless steel high-pressure
multistage centrifugal pumps, with
integrated air-cooled frequency converter;
• Highly-efficient EC motor (efficiency
higher than IE4 limit values in accordance
with IEC TS 60034-31 Ed.1); 
• Highly-efficient pump hydraulics,
electronically controlled by EC motors; 
• Hydraulics of entire system are optimised
to reduce pressure losses; 
• Large frequency converter control range
from 25Hz to a maximum of 60Hz; 
• Maximum control and very simple
operation due to the SCe control device
which has symbol-based LC display,
simple navigation with a clear menu, 
and rotary knob for easy setting of
parameters.
Wilo Stratos GIGA
Innovative high-efficiency pump for
maximum overall efficiency based on the
new Wilo glanded design; 
• Up to 70% lower energy consumption
compared to conventional, uncontrolled
pumps;
• Up to 40% lower energy consumption
compared to conventional, controlled
pumps: 
• High-efficiency EC motor (degrees of
efficiency above IE4 limit values according
to IEC TS 60034-31 Ed.1);
• New hydraulics which are adapted to 
the EC motor technology: 
• Integrated electronic power adjustment;
• Extremely compact and space-saving
design;
• Simple operation due to tried-and-tested
red-button technology and display;
• Convenient integration into the various
building management systems via plug-in
IF modules.
These features of the Stratos GIGA pump
range are now being used on projects all
over the world. Indeed, one currently being
commissioned in Ireland is the New Science
Centre building at UCD, where the main
considerations were energy conservation,
sustainabitlity and life-cycle costs.
Wilo Stratos
• Maximum efficiency due to ECM
technology; 
• Front operation and access to terminal
box, variable installation positions, 
digital display independent of position; 
• Simple installation due to PN 6/PN 10
combination flanges (with DN 32 to DN 65);
• Application possible in cooling/air-
conditioning systems without ambient
temperature limitation; 
• Pump housing with cataphoretic (KTL)
coating to prevent potential corrosion 
due to condensation formation; 
• Central system expansion by means of
retrofittable interface modules for
communication: Modbus, BACnet, CAN,
LON, PLR etc; 
• Remote control via infrared interface 
(IR stick/IR monitor).
Wilo Stratos Pico 
Application – For smaller systems but with
all the above features and more.
Wilo -Geniax
Application – Intelligent decentralised
pump system. Tomorrow’s heating
pump world today.
Contact: Wilo Ireland. 
Tel: 01 – 426 0000; 061 – 227 566;
email: sales@wilo.ie; www.wilo.ie ■
The right temperature and an optimal room climate are decisive
factors when it comes to providing people with that all-round feeling
of comfort within a building. For this purpose, Wilo offers intelligent
pumps and systems that allow water to be distributed both reliably
and economically in building services systems.
Intelligent temperature
control by Wilo 
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Wilo
Stratos
Giga
Wilo Stratos 
Wilo SiBoost Smart
Helix EXCEL
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RIOpanel Radiators
– Quality, at speed!
The BSS Group Ltd
• Comprehensive combinations of heights, depths and lengths 
of radiators offering maximum flexibility 
• New Aegis low surface temperature (LST) system and stylish 
Vertical and Horizontal panels
• Dedicated central warehouse guaranteeing availability
• Carriage paid on all orders from stock
• Full size paper template included to ensure exact first-fit 
positioning on LST models
• Universal bracket ensures standard distance from wall 
regardless of LST model used. Ideal for fast, first-fix installation
• Anti-MRSA paint for LST 
• Unique Triple Radiator*
*Excluding LST
Available exclusively through
BSS offering a fantastic option
for speedy installation of a
quality product.
Available from 
BSS Dublin
White Heather Industrial Estate
301 South Circular Road
Dublin 8
T: 01- 416 5100
1930.sales@bssgroup.com
Full product catalogue available from www.bssindustrial.co.uk
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ZIP
Zip sets the pace in time-saving, energy-saving, water-
conserving and user-safety technology. Zip instant boiling
water systems are today used by millions around the world
every day in homes, public buildings, hospitals, schools, offices
and factories – in more than 65 countries in all. As well as the
world's most advanced instant boiling water systems, Zip also
leads the way in the development of instantaneous hot water
heaters and offers a comprehensive range of chilled still 
and sparkling filtered water solutions.
ZIP recognises that energy efficiency is a serious requirement
in the reduction of CO2 emissions in industry today. The
superior and advanced technology incorporated 
in the Zip product ranges saves energy and conserves 
water usage. This can be proved!
ATC
Established in 1991, ATC is highly-respected in the mechanical
and electrical market throughout Ireland. It has a reputation
for excellent customer service with a strong technical capability
provided by trained personnel, both internally and externally. 
In recent years ATC recognised that energy efficient products
are the way forward and has partnered with like-minded
manufacturers to bring these products to the market in Ireland. 
Energy Showrooms and Product Training
The new ATC Energy Showrooms at its Head Office in Tallaght, 
features working models of all the Zip products. It is open to
clients and their customers wishing to drop in and browse.
ATC also runs regular product training courses geared to the
needs of installers, specifiers and facility managers. In addition,
a choice of RIBA or CPD programmes is also available.
Combined Strengths
Zip and ATC are totally committed to the new partnership 
and believe their combined strengths will provide better
support and service for existing and new Zip customers
throughout Ireland.
Contact: 
Zip Sales Manager Ireland, 
Darren Snell Mob: 087 701 8551; 
ATC Sales and Technical Support
Phone: 00353 1 467 8301; 
Email: sales@atc.ie
ADVERTISEMENT FEATUREbs news ❙ March/April 2013
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Liam Prendergast, ATC Sales Director with Darren Snell, ZIP National
Sales Manager, Ireland.
Water heating solutions made easy – visit our Energy Showrooms
www.atc.ie
Kevin Sullivan 
Service Engineer ZIP Ireland
Zip, the world leader in instant boiling water systems, has appointed ATC
Electrical Mechanical as its Premium Partner for Ireland.  
ZIP appoints ATC as its 
Premium Partner for Ireland
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Hydroboil Plus
On-wall instant boiling water
The most energy efficient instant
boiling water heater
Zip’s ranges of energy efficient products can be seen at
www.zipheaters.co.uk
Zip Energy
Saving Products

Inline
Instantaneous hot water for
single/ multiple outlets
The most energy efficient
way to heat water
electrically

HydroTap
Instant filtered boiling, chilled and
sparkling water
Saves energy, time and stamps
out water wastage

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“Since entering the Irish marketplace
directly two years ago, Panasonic has
captured a major share of the ac sector”, says
Vincent Mahony, Panasonic Ireland. “Now, via
appointed distributors, we are doing the same
in heating. We’ve already made significant
inroads with existing distributors and the
appointment of Heat Merchants will further
strengthen, and grow, our market penetration.
“A key benefit for trade professionals is
that, once an account is set up with Heat
Merchants, they are free to purchase from
any of the 43 branches nationwide. 
“Supporting that is the professional service
provided. In addition to being highly-trained
and friendly, Heat Merchants’ staff offer the
benefit of experience in, and expert knowledge
of, heating and related sectors.”
Heat Merchants will solely focus on
Panasonic’s Aquarea range of heat pumps,
and especially the T-Cap range of mono-bloc
air to water units that, even in ambients as
low as -15oC, can generate 100% heat output
without any need for electric back-up heaters.
Thanks to incredible efficiency and
advanced technology, the units deliver major
energy and environmental savings.
Aquarea is an innovative, low-energy
system that cools or heats to ensure maximum
comfort. One outdoor unit, which may be
reinforced by solar panels, heats the water 
for home use and for the radiators or radiant
floor. The system can also be retrofitted to 
the central heating system to reduce
installation costs.
Panasonic’s Aquarea is the most innovative
option for complete retrofits and for new
construction. It is also claimed to be far
cleaner, safer, cheaper and environmentally
friendly than other alternatives. 
Aquarea is part of a new-generation of
heating systems that use a renewable, free
energy source (the air) to heat or cool the
home and to produce hot water. Features 
and benefits include:
– Extremely high efficiency (COP of 5 for
3kW unit);
– Line-up developed for low-consumption
homes (starting at 3kW);
– Ideal for retrofit; 
– Advanced, dedicated control system;
– Easy to control, including via smart phone
(using an optional interface);
– Large range of efficient tanks for domestic
hot water storage.
In addition to Aquerea, Heat Merchants will
also distribute Panasonic’s high-temperature
units and others from the range.
“Heat Merchants is committed to providing
sustainable building and renewable energy
solutions”, says Alan Hogan, Managing
Director, Heat Merchants Group, “and this
new partnership with Panasonic reinforces
our ability to do this”.
Contact: Vincent Mahony, 
Panasonic Ireland. Tel: 01 – 413 5311; 
Mobile: 087 – 969 4221; email:
vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com;
Eamonn Kent, Heat Merchants. 
Mobile: 087 – 262 8868; email:
eamonn.kent@heatmerchants.ie ■
Panasonic further
strengthens heating
distribution
Panasonic Ireland has further
strengthened distribution of its
heating products throughout Ireland
with the recent appointment of Heat
Merchants Group as one of its
strategic distributor partners.
bs news ❙ March/April 2013
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Alan Hogan, Managing Director, Heat Merchants Group with Vincent Mahony,
Panasonic National Account Manager, Heating & Cooling Systems and Eamonn Kent,
National Renewable Development Manager, Heat Merchants Group.
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The world of heating has changed
dramatically in recent years. Apart
from the impact of innovative
technologies, the core design
concepts have also changed, the
emphasis now being on total heating
solutions. It is no longer about stand-
alone products but rather about fully-
integrated, bespoke heating systems.
Hence the emergence of dedicated specialists such 
as Unitherm Heating Systems whose principals – Declan Kissane
and Peter Lynskey – have a wealth of experience, technical
knowledge and design experience between them.
Unitherm delivers customised heating solutions for both
domestic and commercial applications. It has a portfolio of
market-leading brands that represent cutting-edge, engineering-
led, technologies, and uses its heating expertise and design 
skills to combine them into the most appropriate solution for 
the particular project in hand.
The choice of solutions offered is extensive,
with products and systems available to cater 
for all manner and size of application. Some 
of the leading names represented are Alpha
Heating Innovation, Solartherm, Oventrop,
Daikin, Sira Group, Mitsubishi Electric and
Worcester Bosch.
However, Unitherm is not exclusively
limited to the use of these brands and,
where the situation demands it, the most
appropriate product available in the marketplace is sourced and
integrated into the final solution.
Unitherm designs and delivers heating systems using
combined heat sources such as air-to-water and geothermal 
heat pumps, gas/oil boilers, solid fuel stoves, solar panels and
evacuated tubes. This can be achieved through its Eco-combi
multi-energy tank which facilitates the use of up to three heat
sources. The whole system can then be controlled using an
advanced Merlin control and regulating unit which combines
various open-loop and closed-loop control functions.
Unitherm initially focussed on underfloor heating for domestic
and commercial installations but now offers fully-integrated
solutions which include complete control packages. Every system
is individually designed and supplied with full mechanical and
electrical CAD drawings. 
Underpinning the quality of the Unitherm service is its ability 
to interface with, and support, both the electrical contractor and
heating installer, right through to final commissioning. It runs
regular training and education programmes which are not soley
product-focussed, but also include advice and guidance on
selecting the most appropriate solution, knowing what 
alternatives to look at, sizing, etc. It places great emphasis on
final commissioning and insists on this being done according 
to exacting criteria.
Unitherm Heating Systems represents what is undoubtedly 
one of the strongest heating portfolios available in Ireland. 
When combined with the expertise and
experience of its design team, and
installed by fully-trained installers, it
makes for a formidable market force
offering infinite heating solutions no
matter what the application.
Contact: Unitherm Heating Systems.
Dublin: Tel: 01 – 610 9153; 
Galway: Tel: 091 – 380 038. 
Email: info@uni-therm.net; 
Web: www.uni-therm.net ■
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Bespoke heating solutions 
from Unitherm 
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As this year marks the
80th anniversary of the
founding of Davies,
Managing Director
Gerry Tobin and his
team plan a whole
series of events to 
mark the occasion. 
A major part of that
programme will be a
commemorative book
detailing the company’s
history and charting its
growth over the period
1933 to 2013.
Any Davies-related
memorabilia?
To help gather information
and memorabilia from down
through the years, Davies
invites everyone from
customers through to clients,
suppliers, other merchants
and former colleagues to
submit for inclusion any items
of relevance to Davies’ history
they may have in their
possession. 
The best/most interesting
piece of memorabilia
submitted will be rewarded
with a weekend for two 
to Ashford Castle. Some
fantastic gems have already
been unearthed – see
samples represented here 
– so check out the attic/
storerooms/old drawers/filing
cabinets and you could be on
your way west this summer.
Details of items should be
sent to info@davies.ie
Constantly looking to
the furture
Since1933 when Davies
started at 43 Windsor Avenue,
it has moved to various
locations as the company
expanded. These include
Fairview, Richmond Avenue,
Lincoln Place, Harmonstown
and Bathroom Centre in
Kilmacanogue.
Since taking possession 
of the massive Harmonstown
site in 2003, Davies has
significantly remodeled the
facility to better service the
ever-expanding customer
base. Apart from extensive
showrooms, it also includes
the Ideal Boiler Training
Facility (above) and the
Underfloor Heating Centre
where they train over 500
installers per annum.
The new generation
Commercial range is now
available (see opposite) and
its unique features have
made it the preferred option
for many educational,
commercial and industrial
projects this year.
Davies invite you to join
their 80th anniversary
celebrations
ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
Above: The Davies premises
at Lincoln Place in Dublin city
centre. Right: Extract from an
early sales ledger.
A section of the trade counter area at Davies, Harmonstown,
Raheny.
DAVIES, RAHENY DAVIES, KILMACANOGUE
150 Harmonstown Road, Raheny, Dublin 5 Glencormac Business Park, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow
T: 01-851 1700  F: 01-851 1701 T: 01- 276 5689  F: 01- 276 5709
E: idealheating@davies.ie E: info@davies.ie
The Ideal Boiler
Training Centre.
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IMAX XTRA
30 - 150 kW
- Wall hung
- Robust and light monobloc aluminium
heat exchanger
- Up to 110% part load efficiency
- High 5:1 turndown
- Quality product through design, component 
selection and proving
- LPG models 30 - 80 kW
- Built in hours run and frost protection
- Simple controls interface with large
backlit display
- Optional frame and header kits
- Compact for easy installation
- Remote indication and 0-10 volt
operation standard
80 - 560 kW
- Floor standing
- Robust cast aluminium heat exchanger
- In-built commissioning and fault diagnostics
- Low NOx emissions
- Compact size – small footprint
- Fully modulating operation down to 20%
of output
- Up to 107.5% net efficiency (fully condensing)
- Fits through standard doorways
- Remote indication and 0-10 volt
operation standard
250 - 1000 kW
- Floor standing
- Modular boiler benefits:
- Heat maintained during service
- Easier installation as lighter, smaller parts
- High modulation & close load matching
(5:1 up to 20:1)
- Low NOx emissions (<40mg/kWh)
- Module sequencing as standard
- Single flue, system gas & electrical connections
- Quality product through design, component 
selection and proving
- Compact & minimum floor area
- Assembled & site assembly capability
-  Remote indication and 0-10 volt
operation standard
We have it covered
2 year warranty on all commercial 
condensing boilers
EVOMAX EVOMOD
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All BOSS RIOpanel radiators are
manufactured in Denmark and are subject 
to ISO 9001 quality control. This ensures a
constant standard of materials, dimensions,
welding, painting and pressure testing, 
and this is why RIOpanel comes with a 
10-year warranty.
The traditional BOSS RIOpanel Standard range
is actually a lot more than standard – with a range
of 1332 available sizes, in six depths and six heights,
BOSS RIOpanel Standard offers unrivalled flexibility.
The BOSS RIOpanel Compact is available in the
same heights and lengths as the BOSS RIOpanel.
The 2mm steel profiled side panels and top grilles
give it an attractive appearance.
The BOSS RIOpanel Flat Front is a Scandinavian
design classic but is still available in more than
500 sizes. The integrated top, side and front plate
create an architectural style to complement  
modern interiors.
All BOSS RIOpanels are pressure tested to 
13 BAR, with a maximum working pressure of 
10 BAR. Each radiator is supplied complete with
brackets, air vents and plugs, and in fully recyclable
packaging. They are powder-coated in white RAL
9010 as standard, but can be supplied in other RAL
colours or anti-bacterial paint (anti-MRSA finish).
Several models can be angled or curved, and all
models are supplied with feet or special tapping
positions. In addition to the numerous standard
lengths, RIOpanel can also be delivered in 
bespoke lengths of 33.3mm increments.
The BOSS Rio AEGIS LST has been designed to
add a stylish look to an otherwise functional device.
Designed in accordance with the NHS guidelines,
the Aegis offers full compliance with all existing
standards for low surface temperature devices. 
The softly-contoured front plate and profiled side
panels minimise the risk of injury, while the curved
top prevents items being placed on the top of the
case, reducing the associated cleaning costs.
Manufactured with durability in mind, the case
is constructed from 1.5mm steel with 2mm side
panels. Further strength is provided by the
stiffening folds in the front panel which add an
additional design feature. The casing and radiators
are finished in a powder coat white RAL9010.
Produced as either floor or wall mounted
models, the range is available in numerous sizes.
Lengths available from 600mm to 2000mm and
heights from 500mm to 800mm in the wall model,
and 600mm to 800mm in the floor range.
To improve the installation time, each unit is
supplied with its own full size installation template
and all necessary fixings. Knock-outs are provided
in the end panels to incorporate the BOSS
thermostatic radiator valve. Where a tamper-proof
installation is required the BOSS thermostatic
radiator valve with remote sensor should be
installed.
BOSS Rio decorative radiators complete the
BOSS Rio range. The Scandinavian-designed
horizontal and vertical radiators, with their modern
grooved fronts, are used where the aesthetics are
of the highest importance. It too is provided with
the 10-year BOSS Rio warranty, and is subject to 
ISO 9001 quality control.
The horizontal range is available in up to eight
heights, eight widths and with or without rear
convector fins. Starting at 140mm heights, the
lower models are suitable for mounting at low
level as well as high level.
The vertical range is available in four heights, 
up to seven widths and, as in the horizontal, with
or without rear convector fins. Besides being an
attractive part of the interior, the vertical design 
is excellent where wall space is limited.
All BOSS RIOpanel decorative radiators are
pressure tested to 13 BAR, with a maximum
working pressure of 10 BAR. Each radiator is
supplied complete with brackets, air vents and
plugs, and in fully-recyclable packaging.
The BOSS RIOpanel decorative radiators are
powder coated in white RAL 9010 as standard,
with the discreet metal frame in a complementing
grey RAL 7043. However, both horizontal and
vertical can be supplied in other RAL colours. 
Contact: BSS Dublin. Tel: 01 – 416 5100; 
email: 1930.sales@bssgroup.com ■
As distributors for BOSS Rio radiators, BSS Ireland
has a formidable array of radiators available to
cater for every conceivable application, varying
from standard, compact models through to LST
units and decorative designs.
BSS BOSSes
radiator market  
The BOSS RIO Aegis LST from BSS Dublin 26
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GREENTHERM PARTNERS
HITACHI TO DELIVER
EVIDENCED-BASED 
SAVINGS
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That said, it has developed close working relationshipswith key supplier partners to deliver purpose-designedheating solutions across both domestic and commercial
applications. A typical example is a recently-completed 3,300
sq ft family home in Dalkey, Co Dublin. 
This is a modern airtight home of contemporary design,
incorporating a heat recovery system. The building services –
especially in relation to space heating and hot water – are
specifically tailored to suit the current and future needs of not
just the family of four, but also the many temporary guests
staying over regularly at the property.
In addition to cost-effectiveness and energy-efficiency, the
heating solution had to be flexible and responsive with an
ability to ramp up at short notice. Solar panels, along with
thermostats in every room, are an integral part of the design
but two of the most critical elements are the controls and 
the primary heat source.
Greentherm has vast engineering experience in controls
and, for the most part, buys in the core components and 
then designs and builds its own customised controls for each
project. This was the approach adopted for the house in
Dalkey and it was especially suited to the main heat generator
chosen, the Yutaki-M heat pump.
Yutaki-M delivered a compact solution where the single unit
is installed on the outside of the property, taking up no space
inside and integrating well with the other elements of the
heating system design.
Yutaki-M is a monobloc air-to-water heat pump system
providing domestic hot water as well as heating. Apart from
new-build installations where its screed-drying function is a
particular advantage, it is also ideal boiler replacement
technology. It includes weather-compensation control,
generates water up to 60oC and has a unique domestic hot
water Legionella protection programme.
Greentherm constantly searches for the best products for
its customers and balances the performance and functionality
of products and solutions with demonstrated payback. Regular
monitoring of the system installed in this Dalkey house
demonstrates significant energy savings and reduced running
costs. Evidence-based data – using an average cost of 19.7
cent for day and 9.7 cent for night time electricity – reveals
that for the 190-day period from mid-September 2012 through
to mid-April 2013, the total running costs for both heating and
hot water were €428.18.
Greentherm will continue to monitor this installation over 
the coming months and bs news will report on the collated
data in a future issue.
Contact: Enda Ruxton, Greentherm. Tel: 01 – 824 5790;
email: enda.ruxton@greentherm.ie; Fergus Daly, Hitachi. 
Tel: 01 – 216 4406; email: fergus.daly@hitachi-eu.com  ■
Greentherm Ltd is a specialist building services
supplier providing full heating system design,
schematics, primary heat-source products,
controls, fittings and accessories. It is an
independent company, unaligned to any
particular supplier, preferring instead to choose
the most appropriate, energy-efficient and cost-
effective components for each project.
Exterior view of the house in Dalkey.
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Since it was established in 1985 Euro Gas has been one of Ireland’s
premier solutions providers to the heating, hot water, air conditioning
and ventilation sectors. Its core philosophy is to deliver engineering-led
solutions using its own technical expertise, allied to that of some of the
world’s foremost product manufacturers. It represents many market-
leading brands, among them Remeha, the Nederlands-based manufacturer
of innovative heating and hot water systems and services.
Cutting-edge heating solutions
incorporating engineering excellence 
bs news ❙ March/April 2013
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moving tow
C L E A N E R / G R E
EBlue
KNOWLEDG
QUINTA  
PRO
QUINTA
ECO PL
ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
COMPLETED PROJECTS INCLUDE
Garda HQ, Phoenix Park
Allergan, Westport
Farmleigh, Dublin
University College Dublin
Mater Hospital, Dublin
Google HQ, Dublin
It’s hardly surprising that Euro 
Gas and Remeha have forged such a strong
and enduring trading partnership over the 
last 25 years. Quality and technical excellence
are fundamental to both and their combined
strengths have seen them capture the 
lion’s share of the commercial heating 
market in Ireland.
The list of prestigious projects they are
responsible for across all primary industry
sectors includes prisons, pharmaceuticals,
electronics, education, financial institutions,
hospitals and technology. Google, Apple, AIB,
Hewlett Packard, Government Departments, 
JP Morgan, St James’, The Mater and Temple
Street Hospitals, and Farmleigh are among the
high-profile end-users catered for.
Euro Gas is director led with the combined
experience of all staff representing over 100
years experience in the mechanical services
industry. This expertise, and the related
products and systems solutions put forward,
are delivered to end users through building
services consultants, mechanical contractors,
architects and a nationwide network of factory-
trained service and commissioning agents. 
For its part Remeha employs around 550
people and has an annual turnover in excess
of €400 million. With a strong R&D focus and
a strong financial position, it is industry leader
in the emerging market for low carbon, energy
efficient heating products. No matter what 
the application, Remeha has a solution.
In addition, Euro Gas offers Pak Plant to
meet the growing requirement from specifiers
and contractors for the provision of off-site
solutions to sites where projects are on a tight
programme, or where flexibility is needed 
and the boilerhouse may need to be moved 
at a later date. Euro Gas produced its first
packaged boilerhouse almost 15 years 
ago and, due to the success of this unit,
established a sister company called Pak 
Plant Ltd later that year.
As the foregoing illustrates, Euro Gas and
Remeha offer dynamic, cost-effective, low-
carbon, energy efficient commercial heating
solutions across all industry sectors.
Everything from the engineered quality of 
the products through to cutting-
edge technology and dedicated 
design support, installation 
and commissioning makes 
for a formidable service 
that few competitors 
can match.
Contact: Euro Gas. 
Tel: 01 – 286 8244; 
mail: sales@eurogas.ie; 
www.eurogas.ie
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s
cellence 
The NEW Remeha
GAS 310/610 ECO PRO Renewable Ready Range
Now available in 5 - 10 sections with outputs ranging from 51kW to 1202kW
moving towards a low carbon future, whatever the application 
C L E A N E R / G R E E N E R / S M A R T E R
EfficiencyBlue
KNOWLEDGE LINKS  |  www.remeha.co.uk   T. 0118 978 3434   F. 0118 978 6977   E. boilers@remeha.co.uk
QUINTA  
PRO
QUINTA 
ECO PLUS 
GAS 110 
ECO
GAS 210  
ECO PRO
BIOMASS 
GAS 310 ECO PRO GAS 610 ECO PRO
-5 51-(261)kW -5 69-(522)kW
-6 65-(327)kW -6 87-(654)kW
-7 79-(395)kW -7 123-(790)kW
-8 92-(461)kW -8 122-(922)kW
-9 106-(530)kW -9 148-(1060)kW
-10 119-(601)kW -10 158-(1202)kW
Use your mobile to scan  
the QR Code and find  
out more about the  
GAS 310/610 ECO PRO
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
FULLY MO
BOILER C
HIGH EFFICIENCY
109.35% NCV
DULATING
ONTROL
PREMIX BURNER 
CLEAN COMBUSTION
ULTRA LOW
BREEAM EXC
NOx 
ELLENT
RECYCLABLE
MATERIALS
EURO GAS LTD ❙ www.eurogas.ie T. 01 – 286 8244;   E. sales@eurogas.ie; 
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The basic definition of this
terminology is as follows:
EER (Energy Efficiency Ratio) is 
an indication of how efficient an air
conditioning unit is. EER is calculated
by dividing the output provided by the
heat pump by the power consumed.
EER provides a “snapshot” of how
efficient the heat pump is based on
100% output. For this reason EER
figures can be misleading as they do
not reflect the efficiency of the heat
pump at various load profiles.
SEER (Seasonal Energy Efficiency
Ratio), on the other hand, represents
a more accurate way of determining a
heat pump’s efficiency as the
performance figures are expressly
determined by factoring in all the
various load profiles. 
A typical heat pump/VRF will
operate to the following load profiles
(assuming that the system is sized
correctly)
% Loading Load Profile
100% 12%
75% 32%
50% 36%
25% 20%
COP (Coefficient of Performance) 
is effectively the same as EER except
it applies to heating.
SCOP, similarly, applies to heating
but again provides a more accurate
efficiency figure by factoring in the
relevant load profiles. 
Consequently – whether you 
are the client, specifying consultant 
or contractor – it is vital to ask for
SCOP and SEER performance 
figures when comparing equipment
from different manufacturers. ■
Energy efficiency is a measurement of how efficient 
a heat pump is … the higher the figure, the more efficient
the heat pump. Energy efficiency is expressed in two modes
– EER and SEER for cooling and COP and SCOP for heating,
says Derek Phelan of GT Phelan. 
Below: Toshiba’s unique low-limit
temperature sensor is designed to limit
the air-off temperature to a pre-set
value.
30
Forget COP … it’s
all about SCOP 
Low limit temperature sensor   
Toshiba’s unique low-limit temperature sensor is designed to be used with Toshiba VRF and RAV
split units to limit the air-off temperature to a pre-set value.
It will limit the discharge air from the unit to either
12ºC, 14ºC or 16ºC and is primarily designed to be used
with ducted indoor units but it can also be used on
other models if required. It is not recommended to use
this product on every indoor unit and it should only be
fitted when all other avenues have been exhausted.
The sensing point must be set to the indoor unit. 
If the wired controller has been used to detect room
temperature, its sensing point must be configured 
back to the indoor unit sensor. 
Installation is simple. The sensor is mounted on the
indoor unit using the sticky pads supplied. The return 
air sensor is removed from the indoor unit and the
yellow plug from the device inserted. The new  
return air sensor connected to the device must be 
cable-tied to the existing return air sensor.
The additional discharge air sensor – which is 
fixed to a white bracket – is mounted as close to the
discharge grill as possible, with the back of the 
bracket facing the direction of air travel.
Contact: Derek Phelan, GT Phelan. Tel: 01 – 286 4377; email: derek@gtphelan.ie
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Recent years have seensignificant development of PMI’scommercial portfolio with additions
including renewable offers, as well as new
large and small water heaters. The company
is now looking to explore projects where it
can provide engineers and installers with
solutions using this expansive portfolio.
Highlights of the ranges are as follows:
Potterton Domestic
The Promax range of A-rated boilers is
coming into its own as the market moves
away from new-build to retrofit. It includes
system, combi and slimline heat-only
models, as well as combi boilers. It is still 
the boiler of choice for professional installers
seeking the highest efficency combined with
ease of installation. The 5-year warranty
across the entire Promax range offers the
engineer and installer further support and
customer satisfaction.
Commercial
New models of Neoflo Andrews Water
heaters have been introduced, as well as the
highly efficient Eurocondense Three range
offering the smallest-footprint, large
commercial boiler available in the market.
PMI was the first commercial boiler company 
to offer a commercial combi, while other
pioneering products include Logocondense
Carboncondense, the cast-iron condensing
oil boiler with outputs up to 130kW. A new
Ecoskid incorporating the Ecogen Micro
CHP boiler is also available, offering the
benefits of local electrical generation from
operating heating. The Potterton Commercial
range also includes a newly-launched
commercial biomass boiler introduced at 
the recent Ecobuild exhibition in London.
All Potterton boilers can now be
registered under successful Works Installer
Loyalty Programme for additional benefits to
the installer such as extended warranty and
points-for-free gifts.
Baxi
The award-winning Baxi Ecogen Micro 
CHP boiler is a leading-edge technology
now available on the market with Baxi being
the first boiler manufacturer to bring
domestic CHP to reality. It is also the first
domestic gas boiler showing significant
savings on energy by using the Stirling
engine technology in a domestic boiler 
to generate electricity. 
Other planned developments on fuel cell
technology are in the pipeline and field trials
are already in place. Meanwhile, the Baxi
GA product range continues to win market
share with its unique gas-adaptive
technology across the product sectors 
such as system, combi and heat-only.
Heatrae and Santon
Pioneering new stainless steel models have
been added to PMI’s comprehensive water
heating range, including the Megaflo Eco
which won the Best Energy Efficient Product
Award at the SEAI Energy Show. Models
incorporate a unique internal expansion
system which delivers maximum hot water 
in the most efficient way to the domestic 
and commercial sector. 
There is also an undersink water heater
and cylinder called Pullin, along with electric
hot water and heating boilers from the
Heatrae and Santon brands. These include
the new Aquatap boiling and chilled water
combination for canteens or up-market
kitchen installations. 
This year the company also introduced
mechanical ventilation and heat recovery
under the Heatrae brand at The Energy
Show 2013. These ranges have been
successfully selling to the passive housing
market in Ireland but PMI intends to develop
sales to social housing projects as well as
options on retrofit. 
Myson
Potterton Myson continues to help
contractors understand the key factors that
influence the running costs of systems.
Critical to this is the efficiency delivered by
controls such as the Myson Zone Valves and
System Control Packs and Petite TRVs. To
strengthen this range new smart system
controls were unveiled at the Energy Show.
These products have been specially
designed and manufactured in Ireland 
for the Irish market.
Renewables
More developments are expected during
2013 and 2014 on low to zero carbon
products such as air and ground source heat
pumps. New offerings on solar thermal are
already available in both domestic and
commercial offerings. PMI also offers the
Harman range of pellet stoves to the
domestic sector. This high-end product
offering will form part of developments in
solid fuel and biomass in the future. 
During 2013 there will be ongoing
professional installer training on a wide
range of subjects such as boiler installation,
controls with heating systems, and new
offerings such as unvented cylinder
installation and courses on renewables.
Look out for more details or log on to
www.potterton-myson.ie. 
In addition the successful Works 
Installer Loyalty Programme supports the
sales effort and for more details log on to
www.works2gether.ie or email
admin@works2gether.ie 
Contact: Potterton Myson Ireland. 
Tel: 01 – 459 0870; 
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie  ■
Potterton Myson Ireland (part of the BDR Thermea Group)
continues to introduce new product ranges that will meet the
current drive for increased efficiency and the need for
competitive offers across the sectors.
Energy efficiency the
key to BDR brands
31Baxi Ecogen micro-CHP.
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SHORT GUIDE 
TO RELEVANT
CONTRACTS TAX
Commonly known as RCT or C45 Tax
Are you a Main Contractor or a Sub Contractor?
Relevant Contract Tax (RCT), formerly known as C45 tax, has
and continues to impose a large burden on businesses in
general. It applies to all manner of construction operations.
The legislation defines construction operations very widely
and it therefore applies to almost all of the trades, and
almost all the activities, that tradesman would perform. 
Therefore, if you are employing subcontractors, or you are
being employed as a subcontractor, it will almost definitely
affect you. It also applies to non-resident contractors and
subcontractors carrying out work in this country. You can 
be both a main contractor and a subcontractor. Failure to
operate the system properly can, and does, lead to large
penalties and interest being applied if audited.  
Changes – Since 1 January 2012 there have been major
changes in the way the RCT system operates. All
transactions must now be carried out through the Revenue
Online Service (ROS). The main deduction rate is 20% and
not 35% as it previously was. Tax withheld is offset against
your returns as they are filed and no refunds are given until
all your returns, including your income tax or corporation 
tax returns, are filed  
VAT and RCT – If you are a subcontractor you should 
not charge VAT on your invoice to the main contactor. The
invoice issued should replicate a normal VAT invoice but
without a VAT amount being added. It should carry the
endorsement that VAT on the supply is to be accounted 
for by the main contractor. 
You must register for VAT if your turnover is above, or will
be above, €37,500 in any 12-month period. Even though
you do not charge VAT to the main contractor,
providing you are registered you may reclaim VAT
incurred by you on business expenses. 
Local Property Tax and Tax Clearance – As
many contractors rely on Tax Clearance Certificates
to obtain contracts, they should be aware that
failure to pay the new Local Property Tax will affect
their tax clearance status. It will also delay any
possible RCT refunds at year end, and result in their
Income Tax Return being deemed to be filed late,
thereby incurring late filing surcharges. 
Quick guide to RCT operation
• All transactions with Revenue must be conducted
electronically through ROS. Therefore all principals
not using the services of a tax agent (accountant/
tax advisor) must be registered for ROS;
• The current electronic system commenced on 
1 January 2012, at which point the previous
system of RCT Certs and C2s became obsolete;
• There are now three rates of tax –
0%: This mainly applies to traders with a good 
tax record over the last three years. Foreign traders
who can supply a letter from the foreign tax
authorities confirming a good tax compliance
record over a number of years may qualify for 
0% rate;  
20%: This applies to tax-registered traders without
any major tax problems but without the good
three year tax history;  
35%: Mainly unregistered traders or
subcontractors with compliance issues,
outstanding returns, etc.;
Principal contractors should ensure that they
identify all subcontractors and must register each32
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Pat Egan is an A.I.T.I. Chartered Tax Advisor and is
a principal of Westland Tax & Accountancy. He has
many years experience
across a wide range of
tax and accountancy
issues, and is especially
knowledgable of
contracting matters 
in the building 
services sector. He 
can be contacted at
086 – 823 1823 or
email: pegan@wta.ie  Web: taxassistance.ie
BETTER
business
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contract online before commencement. We recommend
obtaining PPS + copy of D/licence or passport + proof of
address as standard.
• Additional information needed to register a subcontract
online is subcontractor’s business name if different,
country of residence and tax number in foreign country 
if foreign-registered, subcontractor’s phone number, start
date and end date (or estimated end-date) of contract;
• Each separate contract must be notified;
• Contracts in place before 1 January 2012 must also be
registered online;
• Subsequent contracts with the same subcontractor 
must be notified unless they are an ongoing contract;
• A contract is an ongoing contract if the terms do not
change, the parties to the contract do not change, and 
if moving sites the subcontractor does not have to
submit a new tender;
• If there have been no payments in the previous year 
a new contract notification must be filed;
• Before making a payment a principal contractor must
notify Revenue online of the payment and will in turn
receive a notification advising the rate of deduction 
to make;
• The principal must give the subcontractor a copy of the
Revenue Deduction Authorisation received from ROS;
• If you are a subcontractor you should ensure that the
principal gives you a copy of the deduction notification
or similar document when paying you. This is to ensure
that the tax deduction has been notified to Revenue;
• Before completing their periodic RCT Return a principal
can view his deduction summary online, make any
amendments necessary, and then file online. If there are
no amendments to be made there is no need to file a
return, it will be deemed to be filed;
• There is no annual return for RCT;
• All businesses can now view their current deduction rate
and seek a review of that rate through the RCT section 
of their local tax office;
• Subcontractors will automatically have the withholding
tax credited against tax liabilities outstanding, or as they
arise. Revenue will issue a statement of account to you
and repayment will only be made after the end of the
year, and only after all returns are filed and tax paid 
or offset. 
This article is for general advice and guidance only. You
should always seek professional advice particular to your
circumstances. For further comprehensive information re
the RCT visit revenue.ie, select Taxes and Duties, select
Relevant Contract Tax. ■
… just a 
click 
away
CIBSE Ireland 
Region has unveiled 
its new inter-active 
website which 
gives a 
comprehensive overview of its aims, objectives,
committee members, CPD programme and
technical evenings. It also includes regular news
updates, and reports on inter-association
activity, industry awards, participation in
Government consultation bodies, and other 
promotional activity on behalf of the industry.
CIBSE Ireland Region is the professional body
that exists to support the science, art and
practice of building services engineering. It
promotes the career of building services
engineers in Ireland and offers a range of
services focused on maintaining and 
enhancing professional excellence.
www.cibseireland.org
Engineering a sustainable
built environment
CIBSE Ireland 
Region …
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We are not alone
Not surprisingly, the same impacts are
being experienced across wide swathes 
of mainland Europe that share a similar
latitude to Ireland. The EC response to this
has been to launch its “2012 Blueprint to
Safeguard Europe’s Water Supplies”, as 
a prelude to future legislation.
The main aim of EC water policy is to
ensure that a sufficient quantity of good-
quality water is available to meet peoples’
needs throughout the EU, and the needs
of the environment. Translating the
blueprint into an overarching EC water
policy is planned for completion by 2015.
The UK approach
UK legislation covering some of these
issues came into force two years ago with
the passing of the “2010 Flood & Water
Management Act”. Along with addressing
future water supply issues, the Act
highlighted the need for new developments
to be flood-risk neutral. The need for
developers to also take into account
broader considerations such as water-
quality issues, environmental impact, 
and the use of water as a local amenity, 
is also emphasised.
Guiding principles have therefore been
developed to help benchmark future
standards in managing surface water 
run-off, including achieving the maximum
possible level of control at source, ie at
and around individual buildings as they 
are built.
Waste not want not
Alongside flood avoidance measures
(known as sustainable drainage systems,
or “SuDS”), developers are also required
to meet mainswater consumption targets
when constructing new homes and
commercial buildings. These requirements
stem from a 2010 update of Part-G of
Building Regulations and the Code for
Sustainable Homes, insofar as dwellings
are concerned, and from the  BREEAM
Code for other buildings.
These Codes emphasise that the first
WATER – A PLENTIFUL
RESOURCE THAT’S IN
SHORT-SUPPLY 
According to the climate gurus, the combination of water-shortages
sitting alongside heightened flood-risks is likely to become a future
feature of Ireland’s climate. The pattern of rain is predicted to change
from the steady drizzle and “soft day”, for which Ireland is famed, to
more intensive downpours that simultaneously pose a 
flood risk while being harder to harness for subsequent use.
by Brian Pickworth
Following one of the
wettest years on record,
the risk of flooding is
high on the political
agenda, rightly so
bearing in mind the
damage and misery
floods cause. With the
focus firmly fixed on the
problems associated with
too much water at
certain times of the year,
it is easy to overlook the
droughts and tap-water
bans that are also
becoming more
commonplace at other
times of the year. 
Brian Pickworth (above),
Chairman-Designate of
the UK Rainwater
Harvesting Association
and also Technical 
Manager, Kingspan
Environmental, outlines
the UK approach to 
these problems. 
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priority in reducing mainswater
consumption is to minimise usage 
by economising measures such as
aerated taps and shower-heads, 
dual-flush toilets with smaller cisterns,
smaller sinks and baths, and water-
efficient appliances.
With these water-economising
measures in place, one of the most
straightforward and cost-effective ways
of further reducing use of mainswater
to meet Building Codes is to substitute
harvested rainwater for use with non-
potable applications such as toilet-
flushing, clothes washing,
fleet-washing and grounds irrigation.
This updated reversion to pre-mains
technology is highly-effective in
reducing mainswater consumption,
with savings of up to 50% being
achieved in dwellings, rising to in
excess of 85% in other buildings.
Two birds, one stone
In theory, where yield and
consumption are
exactly
matched, a rainwater harvesting (RWH)
system will handle all of the rain falling
on the roof. In practice, however,
cyclical variations in the pattern of both
rainfall and consumption means that 
a correctly-sized rainwater harvesting
storage tank cannot be relied upon to
have the capacity at any given time to
accommodate a storm event. RWH
systems must therefore be connected
to wider surface water management
systems.
Typically, on a commercial
development, water overflowing from
the RWH system, and not required for
other re-use purposes, might be used
to feed site-enhancing water features
such as balancing ponds, designed to
meet SuDS requirements. Integrating
RWH and SuDS in this way can
improve project values, minimise 
costs and help to meet the overall
sustainability goals and Building Code
requirements for the development. 
What it means for building
management
This means that, together with the
carbon-saving technologies likely to 
be found in new buildings, building
managers are also increasingly likely
to find themselves faced with
unfamiliar water-related technologies. 
As these form part of local flood
defence, and may also serve essential
services such as providing toilet-flush
water, waiting until a problem occurs is
not the best way to manage two such
vital aspects of a building’s operation.
Unlike many aspects of modern
buildings, SuDS and RWH are not
difficult technologies to either
understand or maintain. However, an
effort has to be made to do just that,
with comprehensive hand-overs from
contractor to client, and from client to
end-user, being vital to trouble-free
operation.
For further information visit
www.ukrha.org 
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To improve the living quality of houses, and the cost of
heating them, it is important to insure that the quality and
quantity of insulation is effective. Remember, when air heats up
it expands and thus escapes from the house while allowing fresh
cold air in. This is aggravated with draughty windows and doors,
especially if the wind is hitting them and driving cold air in. 
What’s the answer? Airtightness is quite simple when building
a new house but more difficult to achieve with an existing house.
However, it is still worth the effort. With airtightness we have to
consider the people living in the house and thus the air quality.
This can be achieved with a heat recovery and ventilation
system which extracts stale air from the building, while
recovering up to 87% of the heat from the air and returning it
with fresh air into the home. These systems can be filtered to
facilitate the home owner to deal with asthmatics or other
special requirements.
Most installers and service technicians in the energy field are
up-skilling to operate more efficiently, and to give their
customers a better and more professional service. Advice on
renewable and energy saving products that save money is 
also becoming part of the package provided.
While up-skilling, it is a major advantage to the installer/
contractor to experience as many options and different
technologies as possible, and to understand the consequences
for both themselves and their customers. Consequently, at
METAC the emphasis is on both practical training and academic
theory so the installer/contractor can operate more efficiently,
and successfully deliver the best solution.
While on courses at METAC participants meet in the canteen
(or even the smoking area) and they talk about the equipment
and technologies they are working on. This scenario is an 
added advantage to all, whether they are plumbers, 
electricians, service technicians or engineers … people learn
from one another. 
The purpose-designed METAC Training Centre is fully
equipped to provide wide-ranging energy installation/ 
maintaince and conservation courses. All are fully 
accredited.
METAC is committed to improving energy usage through
educating operatives working in the field. Owners, managers
and other senior personnel particularly benefit from the courses
as they are taught to challenge traditional work practices, and 
to embrace new technologies and new ideas. 
As METAC is a private training provider, it can also adapt 
a lot quicker to market needs, and to provide positive and
worthwhile training when required.
Contact: Dominic Dunne, Managing Director, METAC. 
Tel: 057 – 875 6540; email: dominic@metac.ie  ■
Years ago, when considering heating a new or existing house,
we firstly considered the boiler or heating source and the size
required. This, as we know now, is putting the cart before the
horse. Today we first consider the building envelope and how 
it is to be insulated, and we look for air tightness, writes 
Dominic Dunne, Managing Director, METAC. 
Up-skill to secure
future business
The purpose-designed METAC
Training Centre is fully
equipped to provide wide-ranging
energy installation/ maintaince and
conservation courses. All
are fully accredited.
“
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A
postcard 
from 
abroad
I graduated from DIT in 2009
and almost straight away
moved to London. My fiancée
was studying in London at the
time and we both graduated in
the summer of 2009. It was
always my intention to move
to the UK, for a short while at
least, but as my final year in
DIT unfolded, so with it did the
biggest recession in over a
generation; one which was to
leave a big and lasting impact
on the demographics of our
small but proud nation.
So after arriving in the bigsmoke, I pretty much spentthe entire summer applying
for jobs with all the big companies in
the building services industry, with
little or no success. It wasn’t until
the end of the summer that I finally
secured a job. I realised one day
that my whole approach to applying
for jobs was all wrong, so I took a
more radical approach. 
I came across the website for the
Shane Me
llon,
Senior Eng
ineer Hoar
e Lea, Oxfo
rd
From the land
of saints and scholars to the
city of dreaming spires!
Radcliffe Square with All
Souls College (left) and
Radcliffe Camera (right) in
the background.
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Association of Consulting Engineers
(ACE), who list all of their members
for each region of the country. So 
I began at the letter ‘A’ and pretty
much started calling them one by
one, working my way down the list.
The end result? Three days and one
interview later, I had a job working
for a small family-run consultancy 
in South London called Bailey
Associates. I worked there for three
months before being offered a
graduate engineer position at Hoare
Lea in Oxford.  
Hoare Lea visited DIT in our final
year to give a presentation about
the company and what it had to
offer, both in terms of projects,
career and training prospects for
graduates. Like many during this
period, they had to do some belt-
tightening, and in the summer of
2009, they decided to put their
annual intake of graduates on hold.
I was eventually offered my current
position in November 2009, and as
far as I am aware, I was the only
graduate engineer taken on by
Hoare Lea that year!
In the time I have spent working 
in the UK I have noticed certain key
differences in approach to training
and education within our industry. 
In the UK there are relatively few
building services degree courses on
offer, with most people entering our
industry with a general mechanical
or electrical engineering
qualification. Specific building
services-related training is often
provided by industry in the form of
company Graduate Training
Programmes or Initial Professional
Development schemes (IPD). 
In Ireland, our smaller population
results in far fewer large-scale
building services consultancies. 
As a consequence, we rely more on
the third level education system to
provide the knowledge required. 
As such, DIT Building Services
graduates are well respected and
sought after in the UK, and we have
earned the reputation as graduates
who can hit the ground running. 
A good reputation to have in a
recession!
In terms of living in England, 
I find the people here very friendly
and always curious to hear an Irish
accent. There is rarely a week that
goes by where I don’t meet
somebody who tells me of some
second-generation family
connection back to Ireland. Oxford
is a far more relaxing place to live
than London, or even Dublin,
although it certainly lacks the buzz
and excitement that both capitals
have to offer. 
The “city of dreaming spires”
certainly lives up to its reputation as
world-class centre of education, with
truly epic history and character that
can have me sometimes pinching
myself to think that this is the place 
I now call home. I live about a 15-
minute cycle from the centre of town
and while there are buses and other
means of getting around, cycling is
by far the quickest and most popular
mode of transport. 
It is also quite a shock to come
from Ireland, where there is a ready
Radcliffe Camera, Oxford
Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford
Work life over
here is challenging
and exciting in
equal measures
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supply of shiny new apartments and
houses to choose from. Oxford has
very strict planning laws, with only a
handful of new developments being
built over the past 20 years. The
vast bulk of the housing stock is 50
years old or more. The annual influx
of students, coupled with the
shortage of housing, means rental
prices are stubbornly high.    
In terms of location, Oxford is
about 50 miles from London, so
apart from the relatively expensive
rail fares, it is quite easy to get to,
with a surprising number of people
commuting up and down each day.
There are some really cool places in
and around Oxford to see and visit.
A particular favourite of mine is
Blenheim Palace in the nearby
village of Woodstock. This was the
birthplace of Winston Churchill, and
is full of scenic walkways and views
surrounding the main palace. We
often find ourselves there on a
Sunday when we want to get away
from it all.  
I suppose being Irish, I’ll have to
put in my two cents about the
weather over here, which for the
most part is about the same apart
from being a bit warmer in summer,
and surprisingly colder in winter. 
I find myself wearing shorts here
quite often during summer,
something which was unfathomable
at home!
Work life over here is challenging
and exciting in equal measures.
Most of my projects are based in
and around Oxford, with a surprising
number of them being within
walking distance, which is nice!
Given the type of city that Oxford is,
you can find yourself working on a
state-of-the-art chemistry laboratory
scheme while, at the same time,
working on a scheme that involves
squeezing a 21st century
commercial kitchen into a 16th
century building!
As I have worked in the UK since
graduating, I can’t really offer any
comparisons between working in
the building services industry in 
UK and at home, although my
perception is the working practices
are broadly similar. The industry
here is still very depressed, and
although there is no shortage of
project work on offer – and the jobs
market is fairly stable – the margins
are tight and client expectations are
very high. This results in long hours
and stagnant salaries, which is
unfortunately a common theme
across most industries these days.  
In the three and half years I have
been working in Oxford I have not
worked on a single “new-build”
scheme from start to completion.
The vast bulk of the work is
refurbishments, and where there 
are new-build schemes, these often
get shelved or have long periods 
of inactivity between stages.
Despite the negatives, I have been
fortunate enough to have spent the
first three and half years of my
career working on a wide range of
interesting projects, and I have got
to meet some really lovely people
along the way.
Since arriving at Hoare Lea, 
I have progressed to Senior
Engineer via their graduate and 
IPD programmes. The IPD scheme
requires a lot of commitment from
both the company and the
employee, but provides a really
effective and rounded means of
achieving chartered engineer status.
The programme identifies key
learning skills and modules required
of a chartered engineer, and those
on the scheme record their learning
based on activities carried out in
their day-to-day job.  
Once they achieve the target
grade for a specific module, the
module is signed off by a senior
member of staff. Once all the
modules are complete, you can
submit your chartership application
to CIBSE for approval. This
approach is time-consuming but it 
is really effective at allowing you to
identify areas where you may be
lacking experience, and gives you 
a chance to take the necessary
action to try fill in the gaps where
required. I am in my fourth year
now, and I am hoping to apply 
for chartership within the next 
12 months.  
Overall I really enjoy living in this
part of the world and I have no 
short or even medium-term plans 
to relocate back to Ireland. It was
tough leaving friends and family
behind when relocating abroad, but
I suppose the fact that back home is
only an hour’s flight away certainly
makes living here a much easier
prospect. In addition, easy access
to Facebook and Skype means I am
never out of the loop with the latest
events as they occur at home. ■
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back issues Sustainablewooden egg-house
Fincube is a modular housing
design that is easy to put
together and move, and very
low on energy. There are three
models to choose from and all
have solar panels on the roof. 
The standard Fincube comes
fully equipped with kitchen,
living room, bedroom and
bathroom, along with all
services.
It may be cheap and small,
though perhaps not quite
suited to suburbia, as they are
installed on columns whose
height are determined by the
surrounding area.
What a shower! 
This green shower design is like 
a self-contained interior ecosystem,
incorporating natural elements that grow
around you, but also containing a series
of systems that slowly recycle the waste
water into fresh, usable and fully
drinkable H2O.
A series of organic plant materials
slowly filter the larger elements from the
water and the fine-tuned filtering takes
place in carbon-activated filters below
your feet. At the end of the cycle the
water is good as new and the plants grow
from the organic materials they catch.
Bucko off to SA    
Forever young in attitude
and spirit, Michael Buckley –
a building services industry
father-figure and long-time
supporter and servant of CIBSE
– has wound down his Dublin
practice and set off for an
exciting adventure to take up 
a position in South Africa (for
three to five years). I’m certain 
I speak for all the industry in
wishing Michael, and of course
Mary Rose, a wonderful
experience. No doubt he will
pen A View From Abroad over
the coming months.
How intelligent is that?  
As the world’s first building powered by
algae, this 15-unit Bio Intelligent Quotient (BIQ)
house in Hamburg – partially clad in 129 integrated
glass bioreactor panels measuring .78 inches thick
– is able to generate energy using the algae
biomass harvested from its own façade. 
The façade collects energy by absorbing the
light that is not used by the algae and generating
heat, like in a solar thermal unit, which is then
either used directly for hot water and heating, or
can be cached in the ground using borehole heat
exchangers (80-metre-deep holes filled with brine). 
This remarkably sustainable energy concept is
therefore capable of creating a cycle of solar
thermal energy, geothermal energy, a condensing
boiler, local heat, and the capture of biomass 
using the bio-reactor façade.
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Joining an award-winning lineup, the talented Yutaki-S80 split air 
source heat pump generates water up to 80ºC (at -20ºC) for domestic 
hot water and heating – and with capacities from 4.5kW to 18kW, an 
optional 185 or 250-litre domestic hot water tank, and an intuitive 
wireless remote controller, Yutaki-S80 is dressed to impress.
Slim and stylish, it fits in perfectly – but it’s not just a pretty face. 
With the highest SCOP on the market and two compressors working 
in smart cascade, you can expect outstanding seasonal energy 
efficiency, energy bills cut by up to 60% as well as a reduction 
of up to 70% in CO2 emissions. 
If you’re scouting for new talent, look no further.
Engineered for tomorrow.
Good looks, talent…
Look no further than Yutaki-S80
Yutaki-S80Hitachi Air Source Heat Pumps
Wide product range
?????????????????????
seamless integration
???????????????????????????
technology
Easy going
????????????????????????????
(two zones)
????????????????????????????
and underfloor heating
? ??????????????
?? ??????????????
Hitachi high-pressure 
scroll compressor
?????????
Smooth operator
??????????????????
operate and maintain
?? ?????????????????????????
Flexible disposition
??????????????????
250-litre DHW tank
??????????????????
4.5kW to 18kW
Highly professional
?????????????????
Protection Program
???????????????????????????
To find out more call Hitachi on +353 1216 4406
Email aircon.ireland@hitachi-eu.com or visit www.hitachiaircon.com
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FOR REAL SAVINGS AT 
HOME, CHOOSE THE AQUAREA 
HEATING SYSTEM
Panasonic’s Aquarea range of heat pumps delivers major energy and 
environmental savings thanks to its incredible efficiency
Aquarea is part of a new generation of heating systems that use a renewable, free energy source 
(the air) to heat or cool the home and to produce hot water: 
· Extremely high efficiency (COP of 5.00 for 3kW unit) 
· Line up developed for low consumption homes (starting at 3kW) 
· Line up developed for retrofit with dedicated control system 
· Easy to control with your smart phone (Using an optional interface) 
· Large range of efficient tanks for domestic hot water storage www.panasonic.ie/aircon
Boiler
connection
RETROFIT
Solar
panels
connection
SOLAR KIT
Domestic
hot water
DHW
High
efficiency 
heating
Environmentally
friendly
refrigerant
R410A
Down to
-20 ºC in
heating mode
OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE
INTERNET CONTROL
OP
TI
ON
AL
Internet
Control
Ready
CONTROL YOUR 
HEAT PUMP FROM 
EVERYWHERE
HIGH
EFFICIENCY5 COP
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